Early Years

- In Stalin's early years, he was a student at a theological school but was expelled soon after.
- Stalin was the son of a famous shoemaker Besarion Jughashvili.
**AdultHood**

- Name: Losif Vissarionovich Dzhugashvili
- Adopted name: Stalin (Man of Steel) in 1913
- Lived from 1879-1953
- Was a communist leader and head of USSR
- Ruled after death of Lenin Trotsky
- Has been arrested 5 times in a time of 11 years
Leadership

- Stalingrad was a city named after Stalin himself for great leadership. After Hitler's betrayal of Stalin he invaded Stalingrad.

- Later elected Gen. Secretary Of Central Committee.

- Lenin (Past Dictator) protested against Stalin's power but dies before testament.
**USSR**

- When Lenin died Stalin got control of the USSR.
- Formed 1922
- USSR breaks down due to Famine and Political Purge.
WARTIME

• Germany and Soviet Union created the German-Soviet Nonaggression Pact, but Germany would soon turn on the Soviet Union. (August, 1939)

• 1941, Stalin invades Eastern Europe.

• Stalin himself killed more people than Hitler.
Russia's Economy

• Stalin designed a series of 5-year plans to build up power in the U.S.S.R industry.

• It was costly to execute the plans but within a span of 10 years he reached the goal and the U.S.S.R was in strong and modern shape.
Russia Conflict

- 1933-The Great Famine kills millions in Russia.
- 1945-The Iron Curtain is created, a communist boundary in Europe.
Stalin's Rule

- Stalin was a dictator in Russia, he killed more people than Hitler himself.
- He was very atrocious, killing anybody who disrespected or disappointed him.
- After Stalin's death of cerebral hemorrhage in 1953 caused panic around Russia. Eventually Russia finds a new leader named Khrushchev.
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